Message From Our New President
Rae Jeanne Memmott

The BYU Faculty Women’s Association (FWA) began the 2009-2010 academic year with a general meeting, which exemplified key purposes of this organization, the sense of a community among faculty women who support one another. I appreciated the wisdom and knowledge shared by Nora Nyland and Jenny Pulsipher on becoming connected, finding support, and feeling at home in the BYU environment. The lively discussion of the approximately 80 faculty women in attendance was energizing!

The FWA Board is looking forward to a year of renewed emphasis on promoting solidarity and a sense of community. Encouraging each of you to know one another better as well as focusing on common interests and concerns in our general meeting are some of the ways we of the Board hope to meet those goals. Please feel free to share with any member of the board interests or concerns you believe the FWA should be addressing. We welcome your input.

Because of the many responsibilities faculty women have, we are planning only Continued on page 4
TEACHING

Dr. Janet Guymon Walter is an excellent teacher. She has very high expectations and spends extra time out of class working with students to help them prepare to be quality high school math teachers. One of Dr. Walter’s strengths is her ability to create a productive student-centered classroom that allows the students to build strong pedagogical and content knowledge. She recently redesigned the keystone Mathematics Education methods course, bringing together a clinical faculty associate, a group of at-risk high school algebra students, and the students enrolled in the methods course at BYU to create a mutually beneficial course that marries professional development with service to meet the needs of at-risk students. Her strong teaching extends beyond the classroom to mentoring students in Mathematics Education research. Her undergraduates often have such a positive experience that they come back as graduate students after student teaching.

CREATIVE WORKS

Deborah O. Himes, assistant professor in the College of Nursing, came to BYU from private practice as a board certified Adult Nurse practitioner four years ago. Deborah quickly became known as the queen of technology in the classroom. While other professors use clickers, Deborah has it down to a science, always able to engage the students in ways that are both challenging and fun. During her first two years of teaching she also conducted a pilot study to explore the value of electronic textbooks for enhancing classroom learning.

Concerned with students’ varying learning styles, Deborah played a pivotal role in redesigning a nursing fundamentals learning lab, increasing hands-on time and improving students’ ability to make critical decisions in applying their new skills. Patient simulators increase the realness of the experience. Applying the principle of peer-mentored learning, students work in pairs, one as the nurse assessing and providing care and the other as the “voice of the patient”. Students who completed the redesigned lab experience rated themselves highly on the desired outcomes. TA evaluations of students confirmed the student self-evaluations.
SCHOLARSHIP

Dr. Laura C. Bridgewater has established an impressive scholarship record in the field of molecular biology, as an author on numerous scholarly publications. One of her main research interests is in identifying the functions of newly discovered nuclear variants of BMP family proteins, including possible roles in calcium handling during muscle contractions, transcription, and protein degradation. Dr. Bridgewater's research is supported by funding from the prestigious National Institutes of Health. She has mentored the work of many students, including graduate students, Honors students, and undergraduate students who have presented their research results at national meetings and published in peer reviewed journals. Dr. Bridgewater is an outstanding role model for students who aspire for excellence in research.

CITIZENSHIP

Barbara Mandleco, Professor in the College of Nursing, first came to teach at BYU in 1977 and has stayed all these years, giving endless hours of service to the college, university, and nursing profession.

Barbara has served on around 20 college councils and special taskforces. For example, she served on the Rank and Status Council five times, sometimes for periods of five years. She was twice chair. From 1999-2004 she was Associate Dean for Research and Scholarship. Currently she chairs the College Evaluation Council and is on the Graduate Academic Affairs Council, and serves on the university’s Graduate Council, Academic Unit Review Committee, and Institutional Review Board.

Barbara also gives service to numerous professional and community organizations at both local and national levels, such as being a site visitor for the Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education Accreditation and president of Iota Iota Chapter-at-large of Sigma Theta Tau International. She has been chair of the Family and Health Section of the National Council on Family Relations, and currently serves on the IRB for the Urban South Region of Intermountain Healthcare, and on the Nursing Research Council for the Urban Central Region of Intermountain Healthcare.
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four general meetings this year -- two fall semester and two winter semester. Our annual Spring Retreat will be held April 14th. We will announce meetings well in advance with the hope you will find time to join us and encourage others to attend. Meeting schedules will be arranged to allow time for open discussion and mingling.

The Faculty Women’s Association was begun in response to an obvious need. If we all work together, there are multiple ways the organization can be a vehicle for providing support and resources to the faculty women of our campus. I appreciate the opportunity to serve as president and look forward to getting to know the many of you that I don’t yet know. I am committed to serving you in the best ways I know how. I hope you will share with me ideas you have concerning FWA.

Our next meeting will be held December 2nd from 2-3 pm in 3252 Wilkinson Center. We will have brief presentations and share with each other regarding Research Rejuvenation. Come Enjoy cheesecake and fruit!
FWA Welcomes New Women Faculty to Campus 2009-2010

Karen H. Delacruz  Nursing  Leslie W. Miles  Nursing
Emily A. Litt  Nursing  Eva M. Witesma  Public Management
Emily McIntyre  Health Sciences

Women Faculty Receive University Awards

Catherine A. Burnham  Karl G. Maeser Professional Faculty Excellence Award  Family, Home and Social Sciences
Mary Williams  Wesley P. Lloyd Award for Distinction in Graduate Education  College of Nursing
Debra C. Robins  Part-time Faculty Excellence Award  Humanities
Renata T. Forste  Alcuin Fellows  Family, Home and Social Sciences
Amy P. Jensen  Young Scholar Award  Fine Arts and Communications

FWA Opening Meeting

During our Opening Meeting Nora Nylund and Jenny Pulsipher shared ways we can become better connected with each other as faculty women. A few of their ideas include:

- Reach out to new colleagues in your department, and take advantage of opportunities to connect with colleagues across campus (through university committee work, New Faculty Seminars, informal lunch groups, Devotionals and Forums)
- Take advantage of the Center for Teaching and Learning and other workshops/seminars
- Don't get too comfortable on campus. Be sure to reach out to colleagues outside of BYU. Join regional and local seminars and consortia, use professional connections to set up panels for conferences, etc.
- Ask for what you need. If you need a different schedule, or part-time work for a while to handle family responsibilities, ask for it. If you are valuable to your department and college, they will accommodate your needs.
- Participate in FWA – being on the board or committee, participating as a member
- Invite someone to do something together (e.g., theater, music, sports, socials, lunch)
- Refer others to someone you've met (e.g., academic, scholarship)
- Remember what your mother always told you—to have a friend, be a friend.
We enjoyed a full hot lunch with each other, getting to know each other by answering questions such as: “What is your line of research?” “What types of classes do you teach?” “What is something interesting or exciting you did or learned over the summer?” and “If you could be any animal, what would you be?” Also, interested faculty women signed up for “Just Show Up Activities,” initiated to facilitate the social connection among BYU faculty women. Email lists have been created that includes only people who are interested in engaging in similar activities with other women faculty. When one woman is interested in doing something, for example, going to lunch at the Pendulum Court, then she can email her “lunch group” and ask if anyone would like to accompany her. These activities should NOT require preparation time or effort, but just for the faculty women to show up. Anyone in the particular group can invite others to accompany her for the social activity. The activities range from free (watching a TV show together) to expensive (going skiing together at Sundance). If you would like to sign up for an FWA group, email Tina Dyches at tina_dyches@byu.edu.
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FWA MISSION STATEMENT

The BYU Faculty Women’s Association seeks to speak with a unified voice to address common concerns of BYU women faculty; provide women opportunities to expand professional networks; help women faculty find mentors and advance their careers; offer stimulating programs with speakers, discussions, and other activities of usefulness for women on campus; apprise women of their professional opportunities; nominate women for all levels of university awards; publicize and celebrate women’s accomplishments; and provide opportunities for socializing and forming friendship across campus.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION AND DUES

DUES: $10.00 PER ACADEMIC YEAR
$30.00 FOR 3 YEARS

Please detach and send with check or cash to: Barbara Smith
340R MCKB
BYU

YOUR NAME________________________________________________________

DEPARTMENT_________________________________________________________________

CAMPUS
ADDRESS________________________________________________________________

CAMPUS
EXTENSION______________EMAIL________________________________________

EMPLOYMENT STATUS-PLEASE CIRCLE ONE:

FT-FACULTY     PT-FACULTY     ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF OTHER________

EMAIL________________________________________

Please circle any of the areas below if you are interested in serving on one of the following committees:

ADVANCEMENT LEADERSHIP     AWARDS     PROFESSIONAL FACULTY

PART-TIME FACULTY